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Large 
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prints 2 cards 
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per page
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Words Included 
(By Category)

alliteration
central message
cast of characters
chapter
character
character traits
dialogue
drama
fable
fiction
figurative language
lesson
meter
mood
moral
myth
narrator
plot
point of view
prose
rhythm
setting
scene
stage directions
story structure
stanza
theme
verse

author’s purpose
author’s reasons
bold print
caption
chart
chronology
diagram
electronic menu
glossary
guide words
heading
historical event
hyperlink
icon
index
informational text
key words
main idea
main topic
non-fiction
scientific idea
sequence
sidebar
subheading
table
text box
text features
text structure
timeline

bullet points
cause and effect
compare and contrast
comprehension
conclusion
context clues
firsthand account
genre
inference
introduction
key details
literal
non literal
paragraph
phrase
prior knowledge
problem and solution
retell
secondhand account
statement
summary
table of contents
text
text evidence
tone
unknown words

abstract noun
adage
adjective
adverb
affixes
apostrophe
antonym
comma
comparative adjective
complete sentence
complex sentence
compound sentence
compound word
conjunction
consonant
determiner
exclamation point
fragment
future tense
homograph
homophone
idiom
irregular plural noun
irregular verb
lower case
metaphor
modal auxiliaries
noun
past tense
perfect tense 

period
plural noun
possessive noun
prefix
preposition
prepositional phrase
present tense
progressive tense
pronoun
proper noun
proverb
punctuation
question mark
quotation mark
regular verb
relative adverb
relative pronoun
root word
run-on sentence
series 
shades of meaning
simile
simple sentence
singular noun
suffix
synonym
title
upper case
verb
vowel



Michael smiled 
and said, “Thanks 
for the candy.”

dialogue
143

WORDS

A TOTAL OF 

literal
MARY IS 
A SMART 
COOKIE.



caption
COLORFUL 

ILLUSTRATIONS 
AND KID FRIENDLY 

DEFINITIONS

timeline
2012 2013 2014 2015

finished 
college

started 
working

moved 
to city

took 
vacation



conclusion
Where everything 

starts winding 
down.

context clues



adjective
describing 

the girl

affixes
appear
appear

prefix

suffix



FIND THEM IN MY TEACHERS 
PAY TEACHERS STORE

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/
Store/Teaching-And-Tapas

Head back to my STORE to find the full product -
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Teaching-And-Tapas

Check out my teaching BLOG for more tips and ideas:
www.TeachingAndTapas.com

If you have any questions, EMAIL me at:
TeachingAndTapas@gmail.com


